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Shri Param Krupalu Devay Namah

Cricket and 3 Cares

Model Answer Paper Marks: 25

While checking the paper, follow the points given here. Multiple options have been given to make it easy to
check. Marks can be given if any of the options is written, or if its essence is captured in the answer.

(I) Find the odd one out. For each of the following, find the option that does not match the
question. Marks: 5
Give one mark for each correct answer.

1. (b) Compulsion

2. (d) Wishful thinking

3. (a) Being tired of others' faults

4. (b) Spirituality

5. (b) Character

(II) Write the rare thing (durlabh) out of the 10 durlabh necessary for a perfect pitch. Marks: 5
Give ½ mark for each correct answer.

1. Aryatva / Arya desh / Arya region

2. Manushyatva / Human birth

3. Shraddha / Faith

4. Uttam kul / Good family / Virtuous family

5. Sanyam / Renunciation

6. Nirogi sharir / Healthy body

7. Panch indriya purnata / Five senses

8. Dirgh Aayu / Long life

9. Sugna man / Healthy mind / Mind with capacity to grasp

10. Shravan / Listening to dharma / Hearing satsang

(III) Write the answers corresponding to each of the following. Marks: 5
For each question, give one mark if all the things are written, and ½ mark if only some of them are
written.

1. (a) Desires (b) Possessions

2. (a) Ego (b) Conditioning
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3. (a) Power of compromising / Samadhanvrutti (b) Power of tolerance / Sahishnuta
(c) Power of harmony / Samp

4. (a) Karan / Body (b) Upkaran / Samagri (c) Antakaran / Heart / Feelings

5. (a) Stuti yog (b) Smruti yog (c) Study yog (d) Steady yog

(IV) Write only the message (parmarth) of each of these examples. Marks: 5
Give one mark for each correct answer.

1. Self-correction is most important. / We should find out our own mistakes rather than waiting for
people to point them out.

2. After awakening through satsang, we need to move ahead through sadhana - soul awareness -
atmanusandhan - swaroopanusandhan. / Taking out matchstick is like satsang, paravartana and rubbing it is
like self-awareness.

3. Spending too much time on money is mere foolishness. / You cannot give up satsang to run after money.

4. Relationships should not be taken for granted, they need care. / We should constantly nurture our
relationships.

5. Not individually, but collectively we are very strong.

(V) Answer in one or two sentences. Marks: 5
Give one mark for each correct answer.

1. (a) Bull - Sadguru
(b) Wife - Our bad habits / bad tendencies / kusanskar / kuvrutti
(c) Females - Satsangis
(d) Males - Kusangis

Give ½ mark if 1, 2 or 3 of these are correct and one mark if all four are correct.

2. What we will do - (1) Set priorities (2) Plan
Give ½ mark only if both are written.

What we will stop doing - Postponing - ½ mark

3. It is difficult to earn money through the right means / ethically.

4. Because a lot of happiness comes from the door of relationships.

5. 1) We should take care not to hurt others through our tongue - words. / Our tongue, when injured
heals quickly, but injury or hurt caused through our tongue - words can continue for many births.

- ½ mark
2) Just as we sympathise with / forgive someone who has a stuttering (totdi) tongue, we should
also sympathise with / forgive someone who has a rude (tochhdi) tongue. / We should show kindness
towards someone who has a rude (tochhdi) tongue. - ½ mark

* * *


